CHINA ADMINISTRATOR TOUR 2018
Building Global Connections: An Education Delegation to China

ITINERARY HIGHLIGHTS

12-22 APRIL, 2017

Travel to China as part of a delegation of educational leaders to learn about the country’s
education system, consider the benefits of student exchange and share ideas about global
learning. Visit schools, explore key historic and cultural sites in three of China’s most interesting
and important cities – Beijing, Guangzhou and Chengdu – and participate in a U.S.-China
Exchange Summit. See a detailed itinerary overlead with details subject to change.

SUBSIDIZED TRIP COST

$2,500 USD (ALL-INCLUSIVE)

What’s included?

What’s not included?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

International round-trip airfare from Boston
China visa application costs
Travel insurance
Chinese SIM card with 1 GB of internet data
9 nights hotel accommodation (4-star, 2 per room)
3 daily meals throughout trip
Domestic transport (flights and buses to, from and within
Beijing, Chengdu and Guangzhou)
All sightseeing and English-speaking tour guide in Beijing,
Chengdu and Guangzhou (see detailed itinerary)
Educational exchange activities (school visits and US-China
2 Bilingual Alpha Exchange Program Leaders
2 Primary Source Program Leaders

•
•

Passport application
costs
Tips to tour guide and
driver (discretional)
Personal spending
money in China
(souvenirs, gifts etc)

Primary Source questions: Abby Detweiler at abby@primarysource.org
Alpha Exchange questions: Stewart Johnson at stew@alpha.exchange

CHINA TRIP ITINERARY
(SPRING VACATION)
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A work of truly massive
proportions, the Buddha
stands (or rather, sits)
at 233 feet tall, making it
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can also opt for a free
day to explore Chengdu
at your own pace.

Spend your last
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Apply now: https://goo.gl/forms/upQEafIsxpq9haY33
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